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! Dear Chairman Lando Zech, and $49bers JamesfAsseltine, Thomas Roberts,
Frederick Bernthal, Kenneth Carr

t-

Please do not issue a low power license, or reduce the emergency!

planning zone for Seabrook. The Seabrook plant has had many problems'

during construction--cracks , with personnel, etc. , and there could
well be more:. A recent valve problem and delayed notification to
outside officials confirms our previous concerns as to how the plant
officials might react in a greater emergency. Tais plant was built
in a cramped, highly-populated area, on a shale foundation and
earthquake chain, which never should have been done in the first place.
No nuclear plant is guaranteed safe. In spite of modern science and
the plant owners referring tc it as "the safest nuclear plant in the
country", accidents still happen anytime , anywhere. The only safe
plan is to shut Seabrook dowa rompletely for good. In regard to the
emergency planning zone, a much larger area is needed than now
planned in order to protec those closest to the reactor, due to ,
spontaneous evacuation of those farther away who would be blocking
the roads.Poople 50 miles away have had to be evacuated because of
radioactive hotspots and food 1200 miles away from accidents has been
contaminated. If we were able to get out(which is impossible), due
to limited ways of escape combined with human error, and panic--
absolute chaost, we never could return--everything we worked all our
lives for would be contaminated and ruined,and no insurance covers
this.

I write with deep concern, not only for my own household, but
for the entire mass of peop12 living in this crowded area. There is
no possible way to evacuate the people in this whole congested area
surrounding Seabrook. The plant poses as a nightmare on our once
peaceful seacoast towns. Must the people now live in constant fear?
The people do not want it. We do not need Seabrook. The cosi would
place an impossible burden on the poor, disabled, and the elderly.
de protest its waste contamination and the threat healthwise of
nuclear exposure from the plant. The plant is only good for a few
years, then what? Let's quit while we are still ahead and use a
safer, healthier and more economiaal way of generating electricity, .

which is fast becoming the trend in many places. In these modern
days of progress,let us not be outmoded'

We ask each one of you, "dould you enjoy a peaceful night's'

sleep, enjoy your daily life, or feel secure about your children, if
confined so close to this "r..onster"?

The States, local governments, and its people should pass.

judgment on this because it directly involves them all and is the .

American way of handling things.

Af tr.r considering all the ha7ards involved in this area, we
-

trust you will oppose.the licensing of the Seabrook plant for all time.

Si cerely ours
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